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THE EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF TOURIST
GUIDING

E Davids*

ABSTRACT
This article provides a broad overview and an opinion of the educational implication
of the South African tourist guiding sector, within the context of the formation of the
Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Education and Training Authority (THETA). The role
of THETA and the development of tourist guiding qualifications, including the
methods of attaining those qualifications, will form sub-contents of this article. The
course content of the tourist guiding course at the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology (CPUT) will be included as an example.

INTRODUCTION
In 1998 the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism and South African Tourism jointly
commissioned a study to be undertaken by a firm of consultants, namely Anitha Soni and
Associates. This study was to investigate tourist guiding and the relevance of the tourist guiding
qualifications and the need to transform this sector of the industry. A project steering committee
was formed, led by the then Director of Tourism Human Resource Development, Safety and
International Relations, Professor M.S. Bayat, and included various tourism industry stakeholders
and representatives of the nine provinces of South Africa. The project was dealt with in a phased
manner, which ultimately led to amendments of the Tourism Amendment Act of 2000.

Weiler and Ham (2001) also state that, if the accreditation process of guides is linked to
education and training programmes, it could have significant repercussions for individuals
working in the industry, especially those without formal qualifications. This issue will be
addressed in a section of the Tourist Guide Manual (2001), which deals with the process of
recognition of prior learning (RPL). RPL assessment is the process of defining, documenting,
measuring, evaluating and granting credit for learning gained through experience or previous
training/learning. This means that the existing knowledge and experience of a guide will be
assessed and evaluated against the relevant unit standards of the relevant national qualification by
a THETA licensed assessor (Tourist Guide Manual, 2001).

CONTEXUALISING THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR THE TOURIST GUID-
ING SECTOR
The Tourism Second Amendment Act of 2000 gave rise to the Department of Environmental
Affairs and Tourism’s (DEAT) adoption and introduction of the Tourist Guide Manual of 2001.
The Tourist Guide Manual can be considered to be the blueprint for the tourist guiding monitoring
mechanism, dealing with pertinent issues related to the implications of the Act, and the
educational implications with reference to the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and
the tourism industry sector education and training authority (SETA). With regard to the
educational component of the Tourist Guide Manual, namely the function of the tourism SETA,
the Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Education Training Authority (THETA) has been created.
THETA’s objectives, in terms of its constitution, are to develop the skills of workers in the sector,
improve the employment prospects of disadvantaged people, ensure the quality of education and
training in and for the sector workplaces, and cooperate with SAQA. The functions and duties of
THETA include monitoring education and training provision, performing the functions of an
education and training quality assurance (ETQA) body and promoting and facilitating education
and training provision for small, micro and medium enterprises (SMMEs) and their employees in
the sector.
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The Tourist Guide Manual goes further in expounding on the National Qualifications
Framework (NQF). The NQF is a means of transforming education and training in South Africa by
combining education and training into a single framework, and bring together separate education
training systems into a single, national system. It has also been designed to
• Make it easier for learners to enter the education and training system;
• Improve the quality of education and training in South Africa;
• Open up learning and work opportunities for individuals who were previously disadvantaged,

based on race or gender;
• Enable learners to develop their full potential to be able to contribute to the economic

development of South Africa. (Tourist Guide Manual, 2005).

THE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT ACT 97 OF 1998 (SDA)

The Skills Development Act (SDA) establishes mechanisms to improve the relationship between
the provision of education and the skills requirements in the workplace, which include new
learning programmes and new approaches to implementing workplace-based learning and
financial incentives.

The SDA provided the legislative framework and context for the establishment of the sector
education and training authority (SETA). The specific SETA for the tourism industry is the
Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Education and Training Authority (THETA).

THE SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY ACT 58 OF 1995 (SAQA)

The aim of the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act is to provide for the
development and implementation of a National Qualifications Framework (NQF), and to establish
the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA).

The SAQA Act enables South Africa to develop its own integrated National Qualifications
Framework, accompanied by a supporting quality assurance system.

The quality assurance system focuses on recognition of both newly obtained learning and
recognition of prior learning (RPL). The role of the quality assurance system is to ensure that
credits, unit standards and qualifications at all levels will comply with recognised national and
international standards and be obtained by learners who comply with set standards (The South
African Qualifications Authority Act 58 of 1995).

Du Pre (2000:10) and Smit (1997:236–241) posit that, in order for South Africa to be
internationally competitive, an education and training system is needed that will provide the
competencies required for global economic competitiveness, ensure the provision of national
infrastructure, as articulated in the South African Reconstruction and Development Plan (RDP),
redress the inequities created by the apartheid era, and meet the needs of individual learners within
the context of the greater labour market.

NATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK (NQF)

The National Qualifications Framework (NQF) ensures that qualifications will promote an
integrated approach to education and training. Each standard and qualification that meets the
requirements of the NQF will be registered by the SAQA.

The NQF provides the means to register all types of learning achievement within one of eight
levels. The NQF will embody all registered unit standards, credits and qualifications in such a
manner that the interrelationships will enhance and facilitate career pathing, portability, articula-
tion and flexibility between economic sectors.

One of the fundamental goals of the NQF is to create a mechanism that enables and promotes
lifelong learning. To achieve this goal, the NQF will promote lifelong learning through the
establishment of a Record of Prior Leaning for each learner; recognise prior learning within the
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person’s Record of Learning, register all qualifications and maintain Records of Learning by
adding new qualifications to one’s Record of Learning.

The objectives of the NQF are to
• Create an integrated national framework for learning achievements;
• Facilitate access to, and mobility and progression within education and training;
• Enhance the quality of education and training;
• Accelerate the redress of past unfair discrimination in education, training and employment

opportunities.
As indicated by Du Pre (2000:11) and Smit (1997:23 6–34 1), the objectives of the NQF are aimed
at contributing to the full personal development of each learner and to the social and economic
development of the nation at large.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE WHITE PAPER ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND PROMO-
TION OF TOURISM IN SOUTH AFRICA OF 1996, WITH REFERENCE TO EDUCA-
TION AND TRAINING

The 1996 White Paper on The Development and Promotion of Tourism in South Africa was a
result of the Tourism Green Paper of 1995. The Tourism Green Paper was produced by the Interim
Tourism Task Team (ITTT), which was appointed by the Minister of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism. The ITTT was given a mandate to produce a discussion paper that would form the basis
for a future national tourism policy. The ITTT represented the business sector, labour movement,
provincial governments, community organisations and the national government. Technical
assistance was supplied by the European Union to develop a White Paper. The White Paper thus
provides a policy framework and guidelines for tourism development in South Africa. It will be
followed by an implementation strategy, which will contain a number of key actions in order to
effectively implement the guidelines contained in the White Paper. One key area, which the White
Paper focuses on, is that of Education and Training. While the tourism industry has the potential to
create jobs, the government recognises that appropriate skills and experience are necessary to
facilitate employment growth as well as international competitiveness, this process being
restricted by the lack of physical and financial capacity to deliver education and training. As a
result of this situation, the tourism industry will increasingly be faced with a critical shortage of
skills. The main principles contained in the White Paper, governing the approach to education and
training are as follows:
• Promote the involvement of the public and private sector institutions in the provision of

education and training;
• Encourage the tourism private sector to increase its commitment to training;
• Encourage capacity building among the previously neglected groups and address the specific

needs of small, micro and medium-sized businesses (SMME’s) and emerging entrepreneurs;
• Make training more accessible to the previously neglected groups of society;
• Promote tourism awareness at all levels of society;
• Develop and invest in an education system that will lead to self-sufficiency and reduce reliance

on imported skills;
• Encourage the local media and NGOs to become partners in the tourism education and

awareness process in South Africa;
• Ensure that training is accessible to the previously neglected groups in society in terms of the

appropriateness, affordability, location, duration, costs, packaging (not with unnecessary
additions as to render them too costly) and language of instruction;

• Execute training as a joint responsibility of the national and provincial governments.
The government is committed to the promotion of human resource development through the
following policy guidelines (DEAT, 1996):
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• Support the provision of introductory/bridging courses to facilitate entry into the industry by
previously neglected groups and others

• Improve access to training opportunities through a system of scholarships, student revolving
loans, incentive schemes (e.g. for training institutions to enrol the previously neglected).

• Support the improvement of design, marketing, production and packaging skills of craft
producers.

• Develop appropriate skills programmes at the introductory level as well as more specialised
and shorter courses for accreditation (e.g. tour guide training for a specific activity such as
whale-watching or a cultural area such as the Malay Quarter).

• Create a dedicated funding mechanism for training, taking into consideration the experience
and practices of countries such as Australia and Kenya as well as the specific needs and
requirements of the South African tourism industry.

• Review and evaluate the existing tourism education and training system with a view to
strengthening institutional capability and efficiency in delivering the quality and quantity of
appropriate education and training required.

• Ensure the establishment of a tourism education and training data base to facilitate planning,
development and coordination of training activities as well as carry out needs assessment for
the industry.

• Assess the current training curricula to ensure that standards comply with industry require-
ments.

• Establish an effective coordination forum for tourism training and education, where all
institutions involved in the field are represented.

• effectively coordinate the efforts of government departments involved in tourism training and
education, e.g. Departments of Labour, Education and Environmental Affairs and Tourism.

• Develop a series of linked and accredited courses in accordance with the National Qualifica-
tions Framework (NQF).

• Support on-going efforts to ensure that school programmes and curricula are specifically
targeted to include sections on tourism.

• Improve skills training at all levels including communication skills and the range of languages
for tour guides and information officers.

• Institute a system of practical training through summer jobs, internships and practical
attachments within the industry. Develop placement schemes for trainees.

• Through consistent and continuous investments in tourism education and training, create a
major new avenue of export earnings through the export of education and training services.

THE ROLE OF THE TOURISM, HOSPITALITY AND SPORT EDUCATION AND
TRAINING Authority (THETA)

The Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Education and Training Authority (THETA), is the Sector
Education and Training Authority (SETA), established under the Skills Development Act (No. 97
of 1998) for the Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Education Sector.

THETA was established on 1 April 2000, and included the merger of the Hospitality Industries
Training Board (HITB) and the Travel Industry Education and Training Authority of South Africa
(TETASA) (Schuurman, 2004).

Chambers that fall within THETA’s scope include
• Hospitality;
• Gambling and Lotteries;
• Tourism and Travel Services;
• Conservation and Tourist Guiding;
• Sport, Recreation and Fitness;
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• Conservation & Tourist Guiding.
In terms of its constitution, THETA aims to
• Develop the skills of workers in the industry;
• Increase the levels of investment in education and training in the tourism and hospitality

sector;
• Encourage employers in the sector to train their employees and to provide opportunities for

work experience and employ new staff;
• Encourage workers to participate in learnerships and other training programmes;
• Improve the employment prospects of disadvantaged people;.
• Ensure the quality of education and training in and for the sector workplaces;
• Assist work seekers to find work and employers to find qualified employees;
• Encourage providers to deliver education and training in and for the sector workplaces;
• Cooperate with the South African Qualifications Authority.
In order to achieve its objectives, THETA has to carry out a range of functions and duties and aims
to
• Develop sector skills plans in the framework of the national skills development strategy;
• Develop annual business plans and budgets to regulate its operations;
• Implement its sector skills plans by establishing learnerships, approving workplace skills

plans, allocating grants to employers, providers and workers;
• Monitor education and training provision;
• Promote learnerships and register learnership agreements;
• Perform the functions of an Education and Training Quality Assurance (ETQA) body;
• Receive or collect skills development levies and disburse them in terms of the Act;
• Report to the director general on its operations and achievements;
• Cooperate with the National Skills Authority and other SETAs on skills development policy

and strategy and on inter-sectoral education and training provision;
• Cooperate with employment services and education bodies to improve information about

employment opportunities;
• Appoint staff necessary for the performance of its functions;
• Promote and facilitate education and training provision for small, micro and medium

enterprises (SMMEs).
At present, seven tourist guiding qualifications have been registered with the South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA).

Learnerships are formal learning programmes that link theoretical learning and structured
workplace experience, to prepare employees and those who are unemployed with the skills and
knowledge required to perform competently, in an occupation for which there is a clear demand
(see http://www.theta.org.za).

THE TOURIST GUIDING QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK

The tourist guiding qualifications framework was developed as per the recommendations of
THETA. THETA performs the function of an education and training quality assurance (ETQA)
body. It was established under the Skills Development Act (No. 97 of 1998) with the mission of
facilitating the achievement of excellent standards and growth through the development and
recognition of people. The South African Qualifications Authority Act (1995) stipulated that
national qualifications would be developed for all components of the education and training
system in South Africa. This effectively meant that the tourist guiding sector had to develop a set
of national qualifications that tourist guides would be expected to achieve. Following an
instruction from the then Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, Minister Mohamed Valli
Moosa, THETA established a Guiding Standards Generating Body in order to do this. The
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parliamentary portfolio committee insisted on a revision of the Tourism Act of 1993 and stipulated
that future registration of tourist guides be linked to the achievement of national qualifications, as
borne out in the Second Tourism Amendment Act of 2000 (see http://www.pmg.org.za).

The first set of national qualifications for Tourist Guiding was registered on 13 June 2001. Not
all the guiding qualifications have been developed, the initial focus being on cultural and nature
guiding. At present seven guiding qualifications have been registered with SAQA, four are
awaiting registration and a further four have been submitted for public comment. On completion
of assessment, guides will receive a formal, recognised qualification in tourist guiding that can be
measured as a profession against the NQF. In order to register as a site guide specialising in
culture, nature, or adventure guiding, the person registering will require a combination of different
unit standards relative to the proposed qualification.

TOURIST GUIDE TRAINING COURSE CONTENT AT THE CAPE PENINSULA
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

Culture and Nature Tourist Guide training is conducted in the following areas:

• Guiding techniques • Itinerary planning
• Customer care • Tour route development
• Customer communication • Tourism product development
• Presentation skills development • The wine industry and wine appreciation
• Western Cape: general knowledge • Tourism vehicle licensing and legislative requirements
• Area Specific: general knowledge • Entrepreneurship
• Flora: area specific • Tourism marketing strategies
• Fauna: area specific • Operating a tourism business
• Responsible and sustainable development • HIV/AIDS in the workplace
• Product knowledge: nature specific • First aid training
• Culture and heritage tourism • Nature field trips
• South African architectural styles • Culture / site training tours
• History of South Africa • On-board evaluation (assessment method)
• Historical perspectives • Panel assessment (assessment method)

Learners on the tourist guiding course attend two 3-hour lecture sessions per week for a period of
six months. In addition to the lecture sessions, learners participate in a minimum of five full-day
(8-hour) cultural or nature site visitations that take the form of on-board assessments.

The structure of tourist guide training programmes is not standardised in South Africa. Even
though standardisation of programmes is not apparent, the course structure has to be aligned with
the THETA recommendations. There are very few tourist guiding courses in South Africa that
require prospective students to undergo an admission exam, although entrance requirements are
usually a Senior Certificate qualification, which is equivalent to a high school diploma.
Assessment methods include a written assessment, an on-board assessment conducted within a
simulated environment, an oral exam and a panel assessment. Students are required to possess a
sound knowledge of the broader tourism industry, and to display a well-rounded understanding of
the area or region against which they are being assessed (Graduate Centre for Management,
CPUT, 2005).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this article has focused on contextualising the legislative framework for the tourist
guiding sector with particular reference to the educational legislation and the National Qualifica-
tions Framework. In addition, an overview of the White Paper on the Development and Promotion
of Tourism in South Africa (1996), in respect of the educational implications, was provided, and
the role of the Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Education Training Authority (THETA) was
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highlighted. Finally, the role of the Graduate Centre for Management (GCM) Tourist Guiding
short courses was presented as offered by the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT).
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